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NATIVE INSTRUMENTS MASCHINE 
•Instrument and controller in one - 

16 illuminated, velocity-sensitive pads
•2 large high-resolution LCD displays
•Step sequencing, real-time recording,  note repeat, 

slicing, and auto-mapping
•Ships with 6GB+ of over 15,000 production  ready samples 

and patterns. Includes over 300 drumkits, 280 instruments, 
studio quality effects and more

•Create patterns and sequence entire songs 
with the included Maschine software

•External sampling through a computer’s audio
interface, internal re-sampling, auto-mapping, 
and effects all in a convenient browser

•Over 41 buttons, & 11 rotary encoders for 
playing, recording, sequencing, automation, arrangement

•MIDI-input/output, USB 2.0, Kensington lock

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS TRAKTOR PRO 2
•Professional DJ software, integrating industry-

standard workflows into an intuitive, stylish interface
•Modular user interface features 4 playback decks 

with automatic beat-gridding of tracks, advanced 
beat detection and Sync Lock for perfect mixing

•30+ professional effects – tempo sync to any deck or 
route an external source through effects section

•Auto Loop makes it easy to create synchronized loops 
on the fly with precise control over loop in and out points

•Fully featured 4-channel mixer, emulating the Xone:92™ 
4-band EQ and filters, and 3 other high-end equalizers

•Realtime track management with incremental search, Crate 
Flick artwork browsing, iPod™ and iTunes compatibility

•Play, cue, jog wheel control, hot cues, and loop 
setting/adjusting follow the same intuitive 
workflow as industry-standard hardware

•Automatic gain control based on perceived 
loudness; high-quality key correction

•Directly record your set to disk with the integrated 
recorder supporting internal and external audio input

•Supports multiple MIDI controllers and advanced MIDI 
assignments, as well as the syncing of external gear 
through MIDI clock functionality

TRAKTOR-PRO-2.............. DJ software ...................................... 199.00
MASCHINE ............... Groove production hardware/software ........ 599.00
MASCHINE-MIKRO .... Compact groove production studio ............. 349.00

VE INSTRUMENTS MASCHINE 
in one -

FXPANSION BFD ECO
•40 presets & kits, various musical styles
•5 kicks, 6 snares and 12 toms, 

11 cymbals, 3 hihats, percussion
•Mix and match individual kit-pieces to 

build your own 12-piece kits
•Internal EQ & FX slots on each channel
•Integrated mixer includes 2 aux 

channels for adding extra 
reverb/parallel compression

•Master & Direct output for each channel 
•Intuitive, user-configurable MIDI 

key-mapping and electronic drum support
•Over 1500 Grooves, advanced humanization & audio export
•FX suite includes EQ and filtering, circuit-modeled com-

pression and drive, delay, ring-mod and flanger, bitcrusher 
and envelope-shaper, Overloud B reverb plate algorithm

BFD-ECO ................ Acoustic drum software .............................. 99.00

SUPPORTS:

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS
BATTERY
• Advanced drum sequencer/

sample playback plug-in
• 256 stereo voice, 

32-bit internal resolution
• 12GB sound library included 

with over 100 drum kits
• Up to 128 cells in a 

customizable sample matrix
• 127 sample layers per cell, 

multiple out, choke & voice groups
• Dedicated filter/EQ, 

each cell has its own compressor
• 8 step-by-step video tutorials included
• Graphical waveform for on-the-fly editing
• Import EXS24, AIFF, WAV, REX, SDII, many more files

BATTERY-3 ........................ Drum sampler ............................... 179.00

SUPPORTS:

SUPPORTS:

FXPANSION BFD-2.0 
DRUM PRODUCTION WORKSTATION
•10 full kits, extra snares, cymbals, & more
•Multiple mic positions, expressive 

articulations, up to 96 velocity layers
•User stereo multi-velocity layer sample import
•Route audio from 8 stereo and 16 mono 

outputs into VST, RTAS and AU hosts
•5000+ grooves ready to use in your projects
•EQ and FX suite containing everything from 

flanger, bitcrusher and delay effects to circuit-
modeled dynamics, filtering and distortion

•Great-sounding presets let you concentrate on 
writing and playing instead of engineering

•Easy mapping for keyboard/pad controllers and automation
•Electronic drum triggering support including expressive 

hi-hats and snare positional sensing
BFD-2.0........................... Drum production workstation .......... 299.00
BFD-2.0-UPGRADE ............ Upgrade path from version 1 ........... 199.00

SUPPORTS:

FXPANSION GEIST
SAMPLING DRUM MACHINE
•Sample, slice, sequence, mix, 

arrange, effect, & resample
•Dirac3™ time-stretch/pitch-shift
•Powerful full-featured slicing 

and detection/classification
•30 effect types including DCAM 

circuit-modeled filters/dynamics/drive & 
Overloud Breverb algorithms

•Pattern sequencing, scene switching
•Integrated song mode, real-time record & retro capture
•Step-automation for parameters, Intuitive & powerful browser
•Full MIDI and audio export
•Runs as a plug-in (VST/RTAS/AU) and standalone
•Exclusive sounds and presets from 

many popular electronic music artists

GEIST .................Sampling drum machine software ................ 249.00

SUPPORTS:

IZOTOPE STUTTER EDIT
•Real-time sampling and audio 

chopping with versatile effects
•An innovative tool for both 

studio and stage, designed by BT
•Play effects like an instrument
•Re-mix in real-time, on stage or in the studio
•Cutting edge audio slicing and manipulation
•Elegant and intuitive MIDI control
•Rhythmic gate, pan, digital distortion, delay and filter effects
•Stay on beat with flawless tempo sync and timing grids
•Turn rhythm into pitch and pitch into rhythm with incredible 

stuttering techniques
•Requires MIDI input from your host to trigger its effects
•Supports Logic, Ableton Live, Pro Tools (7.4+), SONAR, 

Cubase/Nuendo, FL Studio, REAPER, Digital Performer

STUTTER-EDIT ...Live remixing, sampling & chopping software ...199.00

SUPPORTS:

AVID TORQ® 
DJ PERFORMANCE SOFTWARE
•DJ performance and real-time production 

software from the makers of Pro Tools
•4 full-featured decks for loading and 

playing files, each with EQ, level control,
headphone cueing, and crossfade

•Cue, beat-match, and mix digital audio files 
(including MP3, AIFF, WAV, WMA, AAC and CD audio)

•Traq Morph™ for crossfading and transitions
•13 built-in effects, sampler, and advanced looping functionality
•Organize digital audio files (including iTunes libraries)

into an updated, easily searchable database
•Standalone operation for functionality w/o dedicated hardware
•Integrate Torq 2.0 with turntables, CD decks, 

and a variety of popular DJ controllers
•ReWire support for Pro Tools and other DAWs
TORQ-2.0................ DJ Perfomance Software, Mac/PC ............. 199.99

FXPANSION
BFD2 EXPANSION PACKS
Expansion packs for BFD 2.0 
(require BFD 2.0)

BFD-DELUXE ........... Steve Albini’s Electrical Audio 
expansion w/ 55GB of new sounds .......... 149.00

BFD-PERCUSSION .... Vibrant percussion instruments w/ 
26.GB of new sounds .............................. 149.00

BFD-BOMB .............. Big orchestral and marching band 
expansion w/ 38GB of new sounds .......... 149.00

BFD-JAZZFUNK ........ BFD Jazz & Funk Collection w/ 55GB 
of pure, detailed drums ........................... 249.00

BFD-GREATEST-HITS ... A sample selection of BFD2 kits &
sounds. Kits from Jazz & Funk, 
B.O.M.B & Percussion Expansion Packs .... 99.00

SUPPORTS:

SUPPORTS:

NATIVE INSTRUMENTS
STUDIO DRUMMER
•Create realistic acoustic drum tracks
•Top-of-the-line drum kits, 
  detailed mixing options, and a 
  ready-to-go groove library
•Pearl Masters Premium Maple kit, 
   Yamaha Maple Custom Absolute kit
    and a Sonor SQ2 Drum System
•Over 17 GB of pristine drum samples
•Paiste, Zildjian, Sabian & Masterworks cymbals
•Snares by Sonor, Mapex, Ludwig, & Masshoff
•Percussion with tambourine, sticks, cowbell and handclaps
•Dedicated mixing with high-quality studio effects
•Warm tape saturation, convolution reverb and SOLID G-EQ, 
   SOLID BUS COMP compressor, and TRANSIENT MASTER

SUPPORTS:

STUDIO-DRUMMER ... Acoustic drums sample/groove software .......CALL

NEW!
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WAVEMACHINE LABS DRUMAGOG 5
•Automatically replaces drum 

tracks with a variety of samples
•Compatible with WAV, AIFF, & 

SDII samples and libraries
•MIDI input and output capability 
•New triggering engine - accurately track 

the most demanding drum tracks even 
complicated rolls and flams

•Auto-align 2.0 sample alignment algorithm
•Gog samples include room and mic samples
•Auto Hi-hat tracking - detects the hi-hat pedal 

position (open/closed) within a track 
•Direct Plug-in hosting (Platinum version)
•Built-in Convolution Reverb (Platinum version)
•Comes with a massive 4GB drum sample collection

PROPELLERHEAD RECYCLE
•Loop editing software
• 24-bit resolution, integrate 

with many DAW apps
•Change tempo without altering pitch
•Change pitch without altering tempo
• Use envelope, transient shaper, 

and EQ to tweak your loop
• Isolate or extract individual sounds 

out of longer samples
•Multiple undos, Reason adapted & Reload included
• Export to REX2, SoundFont2, and SampleCell II formats

RECYCLE-2.1.......... Loop editor ................................................ 199.00

SUPPORTS:

TOONTRACK SUPERIOR 2.0
•Professional sample engine for drums
•Recorded at the Hit Factory & Avitar Studios
•The ability to read and combine all 

Superior and EZdrummer sound libraries
•Different kits can be stacked or layered
•Includes custom MIDI played by Nir Z
•New mixer featuring bleed control, stereo 

mix bus, channel strip presets, individual 
outputs, 5 inserts, hardware controllable

•Includes 5-band EQ, high and low pass filter, 
compressor, gate & transient designer filters from Sonalksis

SUPERIOR-DRUM-2.0.......... Professional drum replacer ......... 299.99
SUPERIOR-DRUM-2.0-XG .... Superior Drum 2 crossgrade 

from EZdrummer ......................... 229.99
EVIL-DRUM-SDX .................. Joe Barresi Evil Drums for 

Superior Drummer ....................... 199.00

SUPPORTS:

SUPPORTS:

TOONTRACK EXPANSIONS 
Expansions require EZdrummer 
or Superior Drummer 2.0
ELECTRONIC-EZX ........Classic, circuit bent 

& resampled electronic drums .......................79.99
CLAUSTROPHOBIC ......R&B, Hip Hop and Pop expansion ..................79.99
TWISTED-KIT ...............Junkyard sounds, unique/conventional ..........79.99
NASHVILLE...................Traditional country & bluegrass .....................79.99
DRUMKIT-FROM-HELL..Heavy metal & rock drums .............................79.99
VINTAGE-ROCK ............Ludwig Keystone drumset...............................79.99
JAZZ-EZX .....................Jazz expansion w/ samples performed 

by Roy “Futureman” Wooten ..........................79.99
FUNKMASTERS ............Clive Stubblefield & John “Jabo” Starks funk ....79.99
METALHEADS ...............Extreme Metal - Tomas Haake/

Daniel Bergstrand (Meshuggah) ....................79.99
LATIN-PERCUSSION ....Lain percussion expansion .............................79.99
THE-CLASSIC...............70s rock-contemporary pop (Helios console) ..79.99
NUMBER-ONE-HITS.....Contemporary pop, dance, house, hip hop ....79.99
AMERICANA .................Mainstream country and rock ........................79.99
METAL-MACHINE .........3-kits, Drummer John Tempest 

w/ Andy Sneap production ..............................79.99

SPECTRASONICS
STYLUS RMX XPANDED
•Realtime Groove Module instrument
•Hundreds of amazing 

multi-groove patches
•Over 5 Xpanders and 13GB of 

massive sounds and grooves 
•Backbeat SAGE Xpander: Live 

Acoustic “straight-ahead” drum grooves
•Retro Funk SAGE Xpander: Authentic 

vintage acoustic sound, feel & classic grooves
•Burning Grooves SAGE Xpander: Maximum 

impact, aggressive live drum grooves
•Liquid Grooves SAGE Xpander: Acoustic ethnic 

drum and percussion grooves with unique processing
•Metamorphosis SAGE Xpander: 21st Century 

remix grooves designed by producer Eric Persing

STYLUS-RMX-XPANDED ... Groove Module virtual instrument ... 379.00

SUPPORTS:

OCEAN WAY DRUMS
•Produced/engineered by

Allen Sides and Steven Miller
•Multi-channel and stereo drum kits, 

from Ocean Way Recording Studio B
•Hand picked mic selection
•Recorded through Studio B’s 

custom, one-of-a-kind console
•Route every channel to a separate 

stereo or mono input in your DAW
•Each kit includes Kick, Snare, Hi Hat, Toms 

(sets of 3 & 4), Ride, Crash, Splash, & China Cymbals
•GM map, I-map and V-drum Mapping
•7200 RPM hard drive required
•Platinum includes preinstalled 10,000RPM hard drive

SUPPORTS:

OCEANWAY-DRUMS-PLAT ......19 multichannel drum kits, 
80 gigabytes, 24-bit/96 kHz ............. 1795.00

OCEANWAY-DRUMS-GOLD .....19 multichannel drum kits, 
40 gigabytes, 24-bit/48 kHz ................559.00

OCEANWAY-DRUMS-SILVR .....9 multichannel drum kits, 
30 gigabytes, 24-bit/48 kHz ................369.00

SLATE DIGITAL TRIGGER 
MUTI-LAYER DRUM REPLACER
•Triggered drums play with an 

extremely realistic and natural response
•Ghost notes and complex drum fills can 

now be re-triggered naturally with ease 
•Trigger a close mic sample, a stereo 

overhead sample, and a stereo room mic 
sample, all at once from a single drum track

•Include positional sensing, automation for all 
parameters, MIDI in/out, visual hit detector, 
and 127 different articulations per sample layer

•LIVE mode for live on-stage triggering & for a no-latency engine
•EX version includes STEVEN SLATE DRUMS “EX” drum samples
•Platinum version adds drum samples from the STEVEN 

SLATE DRUMS “Platinum” series

TRIGGER-EX ...Drum replacement plug-in w/EX drum samples ...........99.99
TRIGGER-PLATINUM ...Drum replacement plug-in w/Platinum samples ...249.00

SUPPORTS:

DRUMAGOG-PRO-5 ............Pro drum replacement software ...........222.75
DRUMAGOG-PLATINUM-5 ..Platinum drum replacement software ..297.00

TOONTRACK EZ DRUMMER
• 7000 sounds at 16-bit/44.1kHz equiv. 
  to 5Gb of uncompressed wav files
• Instant access to more than 8000 
  MIDI drum patterns with prelistening
• Multiple microphone control
• Operates in General MIDI
• Internal mixer allows stereo and 
  multitrack routing into the host 
  through one single plug-in
• Recorded at Avatar Studios, New York 
  by worldclass drummers and producers
• Humanizer function combines 
  drum hit randomizing and non-cycling
• Add your own MIDI files to the library

EZ-DRUMMER.................Multi-layer drum sampler ................. 149.99
EZLITE-TO-EZDRUMMER ...Upgrade path EZ Lite to EZ Drummer ........99.99

MOTU BPM BEAT 
PRODUCTION MACHINE
•Complete rhythm production 

center for Mac/Windows
•Record/program individual samples 

and build/arrange entire songs
•Includes loop libraries for urban, R&B, pop, rock
•19+ GB library of all-new loops, samples & beats
•Over 10,000 hits, 1,000 new drum/perc. loops, 

over 200 kits & patterns and 100 multi-sampled instruments
•Beat Box Anthology 4 GB collection of legacy rhythm sounds
•24-bit/96kHz audio quality
•Built-in drum synth for unlimited drum & percussion sounds
•Plug-and-play support for keyboard/combo/ pad controllers
•Slice loop editing and Slice loop mapping
•Stand-alone or plug-in (Audio Unit, VST, RTAS and MAS)

BPM ............Software beat production sampler/synth ............. 279.00

SUPPORTS:

SSD-PLATINUM....... Platinum edition ....................................... 249.99
SSD-EX ................... EX edition ................................................... 99.99

STEVEN SLATE DRUMS
SSD 4 SERIES DRUMKITS
Platinum Edition
• 100 preset drum kits in all genres
• Dozens of deluxe series kits
• New Soultone cymbals
• Jazz/brushes kit
• 5 Dance/Urban/House Kits
• New SSD player (Mac/PC VST/RTAS/AU)
• Entire SSD “Mix Ready” 

 Classic and Signature Collection
EX Edition
• 25 preset drum kits
• New Deluxe Series Kits
• Includes SSD "Mix Ready" Classic Kits and Old Zep kit
• New Soultone cymbals
• 1 Dance Kit

SUPPORTS:

SONOMA WIREWORKS DRUMCORE
•Includes loops, fills and drum kits from 

world-class drummers - Matt Sorum, Sly 
Dunbar, Terry Bozzio, Matt Cameron 
and many others

•Expand your library with optional 
Drummer Packs or your own WAV, AIFF, 
REX2, Acid libraries

•All audio is 48kHz/24-bit and recorded in 
state-of-the-art studios

•Audio exports as WAV, AIFF or REX2 and MIDI 
grooves export as standard MIDI files

•Search content based on drummer, style, feel, tempo
•ReWire™ to route audio via your digital audio workstation
•MIDI drum instrument featuring over 100 great kits with 

acoustic, brushed, electronic and latin sounds
•Deluxe version adds AlanPack I, LonniePack I, LuisPack I, 

TempestaPack II, MattPack I, SlyPack I, TerryPack I, Urban GT, 
and ZoroPack I drummer packs

SONOMA WIREWORKS DRUMCORE 
DRUMMER PACKS 
Expansion libraries that work with DrumCore 
version 2 or higher. Options feature grooves, fills, 
hits and kits of legendary drummers.

LONNIEPACK-1 ..........Lonnie Wilson - country music .............................69.99
LUISPACK-1 ...............Luis Conte - latin pop percussion........................69.99
TEMPESTAPACK-1 .....John Tempesta - metal/rock beats ......................69.99
TEMPESTAPACK-2 .....John Tempesta - metal/rock beats II ...................69.99
MATTPACK-1 ..............Matt Sorum - thunderous rock beats ..................69.99
SLYPACK-1 ................Sly Dunbar - legendary reggae ............................69.99
TERRYPACK-1............Terry Bozzio - 80’s prog, pop and more ...............69.99
URBAN-GT ..................Gary Thompson - Subwoofer-slammin’ ...............39.99
ZOROPACK-1 .............Zoro - Soul, Funk & Hip-Hop ................................69.99
PERKINSPACK-1........Stephen Perkins - Rock/funky/ethno ...................69.99
CAMERONPACK-1......Matt Cameron - Alt Rock ......................................69.99
SUGARFOOTPACK-1 ..Jonathan “Sugarfoot” Moffett - Dance/disco/funk ..69.99

DRUMCORE-V3 ...........Drum loop, MIDI software/library ...................199.00
DRUMCORE-DELUXE ..DrumCore w/ additional drummer packs ......550.00

SUPPORTS:

SUPPORTS:


